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“Changing the way we talk”:
Developing librarians’ competence in emerging technologies through a structured program

Abstract
This article reports on the implementation of a professional development program in emerging technologies for librarians at the University of Western Australia. Set up in 2008 to address a lack of pedagogically grounded training in this area, it has now graduated three cohorts. A qualitative analysis of participants’ online contributions and course projects, complemented by quantitative survey data, reveals that most librarians acquired new understandings of both pedagogy and technology; many were able to apply newly gained skills in the workplace; and some went on to create pedagogically grounded, technologically enabled resources of ongoing value to the library. A more intangible change in the discourse around new technologies was also observed. Limitations and challenges are identified and discussed.

Introduction
In a 2006 review of knowledge and skills required for the future, the University of Western Australia (UWA) Library identified e-learning as a key area. Online courses previously developed by the Library had been designed for passive use and were not grounded in contemporary pedagogy. Mr. Ralph Kiel, the Associate Librarian responsible for Information Systems, invited Assistant Professor Mark Pegrum, who lectures in e-learning in the Graduate School of Education (GSE) at UWA, to work with Library management to create and deliver a professional development course tailored to staff needs. Initially entitled simply E-learning but later renamed Emergent Technologies in Education, this course had a dual focus on the new generation of web 2.0 technologies and on appropriate pedagogical frameworks for their use. The aim was not to produce e-learning experts or educational designers, but to give librarians from all parts of the library an understanding of pedagogical approaches relevant to e-learning; the skills to develop some e-learning resources using web 2.0 software; and the ability to act as informed participants and content advisers in larger e-learning programs.

The course graduated its first cohort in 2008; its second in 2009; and its third in 2010. Drawing primarily on qualitative data in the form of participants’ online contributions and course projects, but complemented by quantitative survey data, this article uses Kirkpatrick and Kirkpatrick’s (2006) four-level Evaluating Training Programs model as a starting point for assessing the success of the course. It explains how challenges have been addressed over time and outlines remaining limitations.

Background
E-learning has become a prominent focus for many educational institutions due to the proliferation of user-friendly web 2.0 tools like blogs, wikis, social networking sites and RSS; the compatibility of web 2.0 with social constructivism and associated active, collaborative pedagogical approaches; the increasing student familiarity with and expectations of technology use in education; increasingly experienced staff who appreciate the ways in which technology can enhance education; and the beginnings of a consensus on best practices. Given the central role of information and communication in libraries, as well as libraries’ long-standing progressive
approach to the adoption of relevant new technologies, e-learning has also emerged as a key focus for librarians. There is a growing body of literature linking libraries and web 2.0, including work focusing in detail on the use of specific technologies like blogs, microblogs, social networking, RSS, and virtual worlds.

The Emergent Technologies course was designed in line with the principles of social constructivism, arguably the dominant progressive pedagogical approach of our time, which promotes the social construction of understanding in collaborative, learner-centred contexts. Participants, who started out with widely varying levels of technological and pedagogical knowledge, skills and experience, were able to teach and learn from each other, collaboratively building understanding under the guidance of the lecturer. The face-to-face component of the course consisted of thematic sessions to build theoretical understanding of key technological trends, pedagogical approaches and social issues, and tools sessions to build knowledge of web 2.0 and web 2.0-related tools ranging from blogs, wikis and social networking sites to folksonomies, RSS, podcasting and virtual worlds (for a full overview, see the course homepage at http://e-language.wikispaces.com/emergent-technologies). These were followed by computer lab sessions, where participants undertook guided explorations of the tools. The course was underpinned by the public E-language wiki (http://e-language.wikispaces.com/), which participants used as a base for their explorations of web 2.0, and the class wiki, a password-protected, private space where participants recorded reflections and interacted with peers in the intervals between face-to-face sessions. Wikis are often viewed as the ultimate collaborative web 2.0 tool, and it was on the class wiki that the social constructivist approach came into its own as participants contributed to the collective intelligence of their learning community, or ‘community of practice’. In the process, they experienced first-hand the theoretical approaches to pedagogy they were learning about in the course. With the help of ongoing feedback from peers and the lecturer on the wiki, each participant developed an e-learning resource relevant to his or her professional context and submitted it, along with a statement of rationale, for assessment after the course.

The first course ran over five weeks in early 2008. Later versions were extended to 10 weeks to provide more time for reflection on course materials and interaction on the class wiki: the second ran in late 2008, concluding in 2009, and the third ran in late 2009, concluding in 2010. In this article, participants will be referred to as the 2008, 2009, and 2010 cohorts based on their finishing dates. The first cohort consisted of 14 UWA librarians along with one representative from student services; the second of 13 librarians, two student services staff, and one staff development officer, all from UWA; the third of nine UWA librarians, two student services staff, and one policy officer, all from UWA, as well as two Murdoch University librarians and two private attendees. The majority group, UWA librarians, included several managers of larger subject libraries as well as supervisors of smaller, single-discipline libraries or key library areas, particularly in the 2008 cohort, many of whose members had more than 20 years of library experience. The average amount of library experience and the average age fell in subsequent cohorts, while the amount of prior online experience increased. Staff were initially recommended by line managers, based on their current or anticipated involvement in library e-learning projects or training. Those who agreed to participate were expected to attend all sessions except in the case of illness or pre-arranged commitments.
Methodology

Kirkpatrick and Kirkpatrick’s Evaluating Training Programs model, widely used for appraising training courses, was selected as a starting point for our evaluation, partly for the comprehensive overview it builds, but also because its four levels “serve more than the obvious purpose of evaluating training after the fact; they are a great model for developing programs”. This helped us make ongoing improvements over the three years. The four levels of the model are as follows:

- **Reaction:** participants’ satisfaction, i.e., what they thought and felt about the course;
- **Learning:** the increase in participants’ knowledge and skills, and changes in attitudes;
- **Behavior:** changes in participants’ on-the-job behavior;
- **Results:** organizational results achieved due to changes in participants’ behavior.

In part because many course participants held management positions and were well-qualified to assess their own progress, and in part because of the difficulty of obtaining external assessments, our data are drawn primarily from participants’ self-assessments, complemented by more objective evidence of learning and organizational changes as seen in course assignments. Qualitative data were collected systematically during each iteration of the course in the form of participants’ wiki postings, supplemented by other electronic communications, and provided some evidence of reactions and learning, as well as initial evidence of changes in behavior. The statements of rationale accompanying projects submitted within two to four months of course completion provided evidence of learning and changes in behavior as well as, through the projects themselves – a few of which had already been integrated into library practices – organizational results. Two anonymous surveys administered around six months after the completion of each course (containing Likert-scale items as well as open questions) provided a longer-term view of changes in behavior and results. While non-librarians’ feedback is integrated with that of librarians in much of our data, the final survey in each course was restricted to UWA librarians. Comments by non-librarians in the current article are followed by an asterisk, while only library projects have been selected for discussion.

Findings

Reactions

Overall assessments of the course were very positive, as reflected in participants’ readiness to recommend it to others (Figure 1). A typical comment by an experienced librarian in the first cohort described it as “the best course I have completed at Tertiary level – by a long shot” (email, 2008) while, at the other end of the scale of experience, a young librarian wrote:

> I have become more interested in new technologies and their uses, both professionally and personally, as a result of this course. It was a pleasure to attend this course – I enjoyed every session and it’s been one the highlights of my first year at UWA. (final survey, 2008)

Many participants stressed their – sometimes unanticipated! – enjoyment of the material covered, as in this email received from a participant who had to miss a class due to a previously booked overseas holiday: “[T]he emergent technologies course is the only work-related activity that I have thought about while on holiday and that’s because it’s more like fun than work ;-)” (email, 2010).
There was appreciation of the wide range of reference materials provided, with individuals differing as to which resources they found most useful – or most challenging. Multimedia resources were especially popular, being described as a “good start to the non-linear learning process” (wiki, 2008) and even as “addictive” (wiki, 2009). There were varying assessments of web 2.0 tools, reflecting differences in individual preferences, learning styles and work contexts. Participants commented on the benefits of being required to complete a course assignment and valued the detailed feedback provided: “The most comprehensive and useful feedback on a project that I can ever remember receiving”, said one (email, 2008).

In the first cohort, there was almost universal agreement on the need to space out the classes more, meeting fortnightly rather than weekly, and to run the course at a less busy time of year, with most suggesting the end rather than the start of the academic year. These changes were made in time for the second iteration of the course, with a resulting improvement in the evaluation of these aspects, though a number of participants in 2009 and 2010 continued to note that time was an issue. Aside from the change in scheduling and the regular updating of the course to include new content and materials as they became available, other aspects such as the structure, delivery and assessment remained similar over the three years. Consequently, the slightly less positive evaluation of the course by the 2009 cohort – also reflected in this cohort’s assessments of learning and behavioral change, as seen below – seems to have been due to individual personalities and the constraints of particular work roles.

**Learning**

According to Kirkpatrick and Kirkpatrick, learning can take the form of improved knowledge, increased skill, and/or changed attitudes. Evidence of improved knowledge – and even skill – can be seen in the final survey results in Figure 2. Participants were very much aware of their own increasing knowledge levels; as one put it humorously: “I finally know what all this gen-Y speak is about” (wiki, 2009).

While older participants in the first cohort commented more often on learning about the technology, many in the second and third cohorts found there was still much to discover about tools they had not yet experienced or concepts they had not quite grasped. As one librarian put it:
Improved knowledge was closely tied to increased skill developed through practical exposure. Another participant wrote:

I just signed up for Twitter, which is something I thought I’d never do! […] I feel that this course is already opening me up to new possibilities and it’s quite exciting!* (wiki, 2010).

As can be seen in this example, changes in knowledge and skill were linked to changes in attitude; a different participant wrote of the same service: “I was dismissive of Twitter at the time, for one, but I hadn’t appreciated its use beyond the ‘what are you doing now?’ aspect” (wiki, 2010). That social or entertainment tools can be used for pedagogical purposes was an important realization for many.

![Figure 2: Responses to final survey items: ‘I gained useful insight into E-learning theory/practice’ [UWA librarians only]](image)

It was clear across all the cohorts that, whatever their level of knowledge about technology, most participants were more interested in the relevant pedagogy. A typical comment read:

The most useful knowledge I gained from the course was a basic understanding of pedagogical theory. […] The most important skill I developed (or just began to develop) was to assess material and decide on appropriate educational strategies using a range of different technologies. (final survey, 2009)

Participants quickly took on board one of the core messages of the course, namely that “the pedagogy must always come before the technology”* (rationale, 2010). Of course, the two are not necessarily separate, as one librarian noted in respect of animated Voki avatars:

Certainly it could be used in an educational context […] The animation is just a really cool way to package/brand your message. It’s like using a big juicy prawn instead of crusty whitebait when fishing – lure students with something entertaining and visually appealing and then WHAMMO(!) before they know it they’ve received some educational piece of information. (wiki, 2008)
Significantly, when asked in the final class to select one new term that had made an impression on them, and that they themselves would now use, the majority of participants across all three cohorts chose a term relating to pedagogy (Figure 3A). This was most commonly ‘social constructivism’ or ‘constructivism’ (Figure 3B).

Participants were certainly not just absorbing theory but were also reflecting on how it related to their own personal learning – and ultimately, teaching – approaches:

Week 2 started off with Jonassen’s definitions of Objectivism, Constructivism and constructivist criteria. Right from the beginning I began to relate the definitions to how they personally affected me in regards to how I learn. (wiki, 2008)

I have started observing myself as an individual actively constructing knowledge. (wiki, 2010)

Practical exposure to web 2.0 was a key course component. At the start of every course, but particularly the first, a number of individuals felt uncomfortable about participating on the class wiki. As one wrote: “It was a new experience for me to have somebody read my still half-baked thoughts before I thought they were ready for ‘public’ viewing” (wiki, 2008). However, it did not take long for participants to see the value of being forced to use unfamiliar technologies and interact – with the technologies and each other – in unfamiliar ways. Another librarian commented:

Although it is still early days, I am most surprised that at the end of Week One (a mere 6 days into this course) I feel more confident using this form of communication. I can already see how beneficial it is to learn and experience how students themselves are communicating with each other using these tools. (wiki, 2008)

Over time, each cohort built a socially and intellectually supportive online community. Participants frequently expressed their appreciation of peers’ contributions:
What is really useful is looking at others’ discussion of their readings – I have found [name] and [name] have both made some insightful summaries of their readings. Thanks for that guys! (wiki, 2008)

You’ve put a lot of thought into this, [name], you’re well ahead of me but you are helping me clear my thinking! (wiki, 2010)

In all three cohorts, participants posted links to informative articles on the class wiki or even inserted relevant RSS feeds into their wiki pages, while a 2009 participant set up a dedicated wiki page entitled ‘Toolbox’ as a place to share useful links. This was a good way of communicating new information of direct professional relevance to complement some of the more general e-learning input received in the face-to-face classes.

Beyond this, participants showed great willingness to work with the social constructivist principles underpinning the course and to actively build on each other’s contributions. When, for example, one 2008 participant posted a message explaining what he had learned about social networking by observing his son’s group of friends, a second participant’s reply made a link with Vygotsky’s work on the Zone of Proximal Development, and a third participant’s reply made a link with Putnam’s work on bonding and bridging capital. Or, when a 2010 participant created an avatar and posted it on his wiki page along with a link to the service he’d used to create it, two other participants commented that they wanted to create their own avatars but hadn’t been able to follow the instructions provided by the service. He replied with his own instructions and, a day later, a second participant posted her avatar, explaining how she’d followed a slightly different pathway to create it. By the time the class met again face-to-face, four members had avatars – and they were able to reflect on this wiki-based conversation as an illustration of a social constructivist approach in action. In fact, it did not take long for participants in any of the cohorts to perceive the parallels between the theories they were learning about and the learning community they were building: a place where group members could collaboratively improve knowledge, increase skill and change attitudes. As one person put it:

A good example of [social constructivism] is our class wiki, it is a web 2.0 technology which allows participants to both experientially learn on an individual level through [their] use and manipulation of the wiki technology, and also share their new experiences/learning through reflection and discussion. The wiki itself then came to represent the collective intelligence of the group. (rationale, 2008)

Behavior

Behavioral changes were reflected in the final post-course survey where – despite a significant number of exceptions – the majority of UWA librarians indicated that they had been able to implement their new learning in the workplace (Figure 4). As might be expected, many librarians focused on pedagogy:

[The course] made me realise that I had been trying to teach without the necessary pedagogical knowledge to underpin my teaching. I have used the knowledge I gained about the pedagogy to re-evaluate my teaching, both face-to-face and online […] (final survey, 2008)

I now look for opportunities to make any teaching activity more interactive and less teacher centred. (survey, 2009)
A greater familiarity with key web 2.0 tools was also valued, especially by members of the 2008 cohort. A typical participant described an “increased confidence in relation to web 2.0 technologies” and a “willingness to take on any projects involving them” (final survey, 2008), while another wrote:

The course equipped me with skills that allowed me to contribute to a Faculty wiki which was terrific! In many cases I felt that I was more knowledgeable than the academic staff I was working with (final survey, 2008)

Members of all cohorts indicated that, even more than class wiki participation, it was being “forced” (wiki, 2008) to complete an assessed course project – entailing sustained engagement with a particular tool or set of tools – which led to the greatest changes in behavior:

Although the assessment was challenging and time-consuming, I think it is the only way to really learn the skills & understand the theories – by actually producing something. (final survey, 2008)

Everyone is time-poor [and] people can be quite resistant to adopt new technologies and practices even when they suspect there is value. It’s been good, therefore, to have had the incentive of this course to reflect on what might be of use and then have to implement the practical example as well as reflect on the utility, the challenges and value of the application chosen. The combination of theory, practice and reflection creates a powerful learning experience.* (rationale, 2009)

In all three cohorts, the limitations on long-term behavioral changes reported by librarians fell into three main categories. Firstly, time and workload were seen as obstacles for many, including those who reported in the final survey that they had not (yet) been able to implement changes in the workplace. Lack of time also contributed to the limited use and eventual abandonment of the Facebook group, set up as an ongoing forum at participants’ request at the end of the first course, and replaced in 2009 with a Twitter feed which made participation less demanding (but also less trackable). Librarians’ comments often reflected a general sense of overload which went beyond day-to-day work demands:

I feel that I am always teetering on the brink of the time rift. There is a real feeling of anxiety about not being able to cope with the incredible amount of interesting information
available. The question that constantly plagues me is ‘how much am I missing out on?’ (wiki, 2009)

Remaining up to date and familiarising myself with new technologies is an ongoing task. I often find myself overwhelmed trying to keep up with professional development ‘tweets’, ‘blogs’, wikis etc. (rationale, 2010)

Secondly, librarians felt their behavior was constrained by certain aspects of their professional roles. While most indicated they were keen on interactive, student-centred approaches, especially after exploring contemporary pedagogy on the course, they had limited contact time with students – a situation, they said, which pushed them towards transmission modes:

‘Social constructivism’ and ‘Communities of Practice’ are ideals to strive for but [...] remain difficult to achieve in the Library context where we see students once only and are teaching a limited range of skills. (wiki, 2008)

[O]ne of the challenges for libraries is how to build these communities [of practice] when you don’t have regular contact with particular groups of students. (wiki, 2010)

Echoing the first comment above, it was noted by some that librarians’ role is primarily to teach skills rather than academic subjects and that, although the scope for “sharing and building up collective knowledge” (wiki, 2008) does exist, it is often restricted. Significantly, several saw their roles as limited by academics who gave them little educational autonomy, mandating specific outcomes in face-to-face teaching and “a linear, sequenced approach” (wiki, 2008) in online courses. Nevertheless, others found themselves in more flexible contexts where they were in fact able to make their teaching and/or resources more student-centred and interactive (see examples of projects described below).

Thirdly, institutional constraints were highlighted by four librarians on the 2008 course, who expressed frustration at what they saw as a lack of co-operation by IT staff. This was attributed to security concerns or simply a lack of precedents. The feeling of frustration was even more widely echoed in 2009 (as also reflected in Figure 4 above) by librarians keen to experiment with web 2.0, with typical final survey comments including:

[…] it doesn’t seem that we are able to set-up such tools in the Library without IT resources. We seem to be moving forward at full pace with the training and education, but lagging behind in the practical implementation of what we have learnt. (final survey, 2009)

The current IT environment is far too restrictive. [...] The course is excellent but the learning shouldn’t stop there. (final survey, 2009)

Significantly, in both 2009 and 2010, librarians were more likely to reflect on larger institutional issues going beyond IT per se. Web 2.0, much like the pedagogical approaches which it complements, may not sit comfortably with traditional organizational structures:

[There is] the hierarchy of control that is so entrenched in large institutions. Everyone wants to jump on the Web 2.0 bandwagon because they want to reach people – but I think there has to be a real commitment to sharing control – of community ownership, otherwise I can’t see that it will amount to much. (wiki, 2009)

Interestingly, many of these technologies involve not just a shift in technology, but a shift in organisational attitudes. Are organisations like Libraries ready to put up what they may consider flakey software to allow students to say whatever they want. Lots of trust issues here and how much the Library is prepared to let go. (wiki, 2010)
As implicitly recognized in the above comment, there may be tension between the need for institutions to approach change conservatively and the radically new possibilities offered by emerging technologies. Some participants came to see the need to deal with this tension as part of their learning process:

By undertaking a project which had the endorsement of the Library and which will form a significant part of its information literacy and training effort, we also learned about the practicalities of working in a large corporate environment. In this environment factors such as sustainability and cost become significant. Balancing these against educational ‘ideals’ required compromise and adjustment of our aim. Learning how to deal with the tension between ideals and realities was a valuable experience. (rationale, 2009)

Results

Despite the contextual limitations discussed above, librarians’ comments on changes in their own behavior suggest that institutional results are beginning to follow from the course. The most tangible results to date take the form of the resources built by participants for their course projects, some of which have already been used in the library or related contexts, while others are ready to be used, either in their current form or as models, if and when the opportunity arises.

Resources designed for staff typically provided spaces for collaborative learning or knowledge building. The 23 Things blog (2009), for example, was set up as a group learning platform for participants on the UWA Library’s own version of this popular course. The Science IRIS Staff Wiki (2008) was set up with the dual aim of capturing tacit organizational knowledge and providing a “valuable ‘on the run’ training tool” to which all librarians involved with this project could contribute (note that all quotes in this section are drawn from the relevant project statements of rationale). The Wiki for New Librarians at UWA (2008) had a similar dual focus on introducing new staff to core competencies for librarians and “facilitating knowledge sharing between new and existing librarians”. The Library Lingo Wiki (2009) offered new librarians the chance to tap into a vocabulary database built collaboratively by all librarians, and the ALLA WA Library Technicians’ Group Wiki (2010) provided an interactive group space for its members. The best-used of these resources have been those, like the Science IRIS Staff Wiki, whose creators had considerable autonomy to choose their own internal group communication tools, or which, like the 23 Things blog or ALLA Wiki, were clearly integrated with institutional or organizational initiatives. Resources which lacked clear institutional support were less likely to be used and more likely to be rendered obsolete by management decisions on organization-wide training approaches or software purchases.

Resources designed for students typically sought to enhance static, print-based, transmission materials with regular updates (e.g., through RSS feeds from blogs or media sites), multimodal content (e.g., podcasts, vodcasts or animated avatars), interactive spaces for consulting with librarians (e.g., chat windows or discussion boards), or interactive spaces for building knowledge with other students (e.g., wiki pages or collaboratively edited tag clouds). For example, the Research Success! blog (2008), with integrated YouTube videos and a tag cloud, offered postgraduates in Social Work an additional communication channel with the library, one predicated on a social constructivist approach encouraging them to “pool knowledge and compare notes with others”. Similarly, the Murdoch-based Vet Search wiki (2010) offered “collaborative help for resource discovery” to which “both librarian[s] and students could contribute”. With the rapid spread of user-friendly video editing software, it became more common in each successive cohort for participants to create their own videos, animations and
screencasts tailored to particular informational contexts. Some, like the *Legal Research Video* (2008), *Podcasting at UWA* (2009) or *Why Use Academic Articles?* (2009) were designed as stand-alone learning objects which could be used in a variety of contexts, and some were additionally hosted on services like YouTube. By 2010, it had become normal practice to embed videos in other platforms, such as the Capzles digital story *Endnote XI* (2010) or the *Evidence-Based Dentistry Wiki* (2010). This was part of a broader move over three years towards layering web 2.0 tools over one another, which typically involved embedding videos, avatars, tag clouds and RSS feeds in, for example, a website, blog, wiki or LibGuide. The last of these is proprietary software purchased by both the UWA and Murdoch Libraries in September, 2008, and used as a base platform by a number of course participants to create resources on subjects as diverse as *Finding Legislation and Secondary Sources* in 2009, or *Case Law and EndNote* in 2010. The best-used of these resources have been those which, like *Vet Search*, were tightly integrated with academic courses and promoted by academic staff; which, like the many LibGuides, were built in a library-supported format and integrated into library information provision strategies; or which functioned as stand-alone learning objects that could be used in varying contexts and even embedded in different platforms.

The tangible results outlined above were complemented by other, less tangible results. Asked whether the course had facilitated productive interactions with colleagues in the application of e-learning, the majority of UWA librarians agreed (Figure 5). Further elucidation of this point was provided by comments which make it clear that the course led to a change in librarians’ discourse around new technologies. As a 2009 participant expressed it in his final presentation, the *Emergent Technologies* course gave librarians the vocabulary they previously lacked to discuss pedagogical issues in relation to new technologies. Or as a 2008 participant, herself a subject library manager, put it when asked by senior management about the ultimate effect of the course: “It’s changed the whole way we talk about technology”.

![Figure 5: Responses to final survey statement: ‘The course has facilitated productive interactions with colleagues in the application of E-Learning’ [UWA librarians only]](image)

**Discussion**

**Reactions.** While positive reactions don’t guarantee learning, according to Kirkpatrick and Kirkpatrick, negative reactions make it less likely. In this case, participants’ overwhelmingly positive reactions – resulting, it seems, both from the intrinsic appeal of the subject matter (once initial fears had been overcome) and its presentation in a ‘fun’, i.e., exploratory and experimental, manner – provided fertile ground for learning. In successive iterations of the course the range of resources, especially in multimedia formats, was gradually expanded, as was the range of tools covered, which helped cater to a wider range of participant interests and learning styles.
Timetabling changes, such as altering the time of year and spacing out lessons, partly alleviated the concerns over time pressure expressed by 2008 course participants, while a 2009-2010 request to line managers to grant librarians some additional time to devote to course readings and activities during regular working hours helped in some cases. Nonetheless, time pressure is likely to remain an issue with any intensive course integrated into participants’ regular schedules, with those able and willing to devote some personal time to it being likely to gain the greatest benefit.

**Learning.** It is clear that changes took place in all three of Kirkpatrick and Kirkpatrick’s categories of learning, namely knowledge, skill and attitudes. As expected, there was much for participants to learn, theoretically and practically, about new technologies, including for younger and more digitally aware cohorts. An unexpectedly strong trend observed across all cohorts was a greater interest in pedagogy than technology per se, suggesting that librarians might well appreciate more general educational input as a foundation not only for their use of technology but for their various instructional activities. For many participants, ‘forced’ interaction with and via web 2.0 tools, while challenging, was one of their most important learning experiences, justifying the strong practical focus of the course. Moreover, using a class wiki as the basis for the online learning component gave participants first-hand experience not only of the technology itself, but of a social constructivist educational approach facilitated by the technology. All three cohorts came to function well as learning communities, or communities of practice, with members actively and collaboratively building new perspectives as they scaffolded each other’s understandings and developed the group’s collective intelligence. This tight integration of theory and practice was noted and valued by participants and appears to have been one of the strongest features of the course.

**Behavior.** According to Kirkpatrick and Kirkpatrick, four conditions are necessary for behavioral change: a person must want to change, must know how to do so, must work in the right climate, and must be rewarded for changing. While the first two conditions seem to have been met for many participants during the *Emergent Technologies* course, the third and fourth conditions typically fall outside the parameters of any given course. As seen above, contextual constraints did in fact place some limits on the extent of behavioral change resulting from the course. While changes certainly occurred, notably in librarians’ pedagogical approaches but also in their readiness to engage with web 2.0 projects – as borne out, indeed, by the web 2.0 projects in which some were and are engaged – three main kinds of limitations were identified by participants.

The first limitation, time and workload, may be linked to the looming societal issue of information or attention overload, particularly for knowledge workers, which is the subject of a rapidly growing body of literature. While global issues are unlikely to be solved locally, possible steps at an institutional level might include carving out some time for past cohorts to participate in ongoing post-course forums (building on participants’ wishes to maintain momentum through the ultimately failed Facebook forum, and perhaps supplementing the current transmissive Twitter feed with a more collaborative space) or organizing short follow-up courses. The second limitation, the restricted scope of librarians’ teaching roles, is, again, difficult to address locally, but it was notable that in some cases participants were able to integrate constructivist approaches and/or web 2.0 tools into their teaching and resources, often by taking a lateral approach to the possibilities. Perhaps there is a role for both course and institutional leadership in encouraging more ‘thinking outside the box’. The third limitation, a lack of IT and/or broader institutional support, may reflect a particular moment in time when the UWA Library, like other similar organizations, has had the foresight to train staff in emerging technologies, but an environment conducive to web 2.0 experimentation has yet to fully evolve. Recent reports suggest there is in
fact an international, sector-wide problem with organizational IT restrictions cramping educational innovation.

On the other hand, institutions do have a responsibility to consider security and related issues before unleashing large-scale change. Certainly, there would seem to be a need for dialogue between librarians, IT staff and library management about how to balance security against flexibility. Such dialogue can be facilitated by strategies such as asking the library for suggested topics for course projects, as was done in 2009, and inviting managers as well as past participants to attend the final presentations session in each course to view and discuss the projects undertaken and the resources developed.

**Results.** Each course produced tangible results in the form of educational resources, often begun as part of course projects. Somewhat unusually, the projects meant that institutional results began to occur within the parameters of the course itself, reinforcing the value of setting participants such hands-on tasks. The real test, however, was the ongoing use – or the creation of modified versions – of resources after the end of each course. This occurred in a number of cases. The relative success of these resources often depended on their tight integration with either academic programs or library initiatives, suggesting the need for more collaborative dialogue around the use of new technologies and confirming the value of involving library management in suggesting course projects and viewing course results. Other successful resources took the form of artifacts which could be reused in a variety of ways. Despite the limitations of generic learning objects, this suggests that useful artifacts can be both tailored to their contexts (e.g., in terms of subject areas, student levels, or task types) and flexible enough to be embedded in different platforms or to serve a range of needs within a given course or discipline.

The course also produced intangible results, notably a change in discourse around new technologies. It is interesting to speculate on whether such a change would have occurred if the course had only run once, or whether it was necessary to build up a certain critical mass of past course participants who shared a new language before an effect on broader institutional discourse could emerge. The latter interpretation is supported by the following comment from a librarian on the 2010 course:

> I feel that the Library is starting to embrace new technologies a lot more now and is encouraging its staff to do the same, I believe that has a lot to do with the Emergent Technologies course and the people who have attended the course. (final survey, 2010)

Given that organizational results may take a long time to manifest, intangible changes could well be more important in the long run than short-term, tangible changes – and might indeed lead to further tangible changes in the future. In the meantime, placing more emphasis on ongoing collaborative forums or follow-up meetings might help to sustain the emerging language, better embed changed or changing perspectives, help new collaborative projects to emerge, foster dialogue between librarians, IT staff and management, and even provide a springboard from which to launch new professional development initiatives.

**Conclusion**

Feedback from the three cohorts indicates that despite certain limitations, the *Emergent Technologies* course produced desirable improvements in knowledge, skill and attitudes; changes in behavior; and some initial institutional results, including a change in discourse. This gives the library a base on which to continue to build staff capacity in the pedagogically effective integration of digital technologies.

Thanks to an Australian Learning & Teaching Council grant, the *Emergent Technologies* course is being reconfigured in 2010-2011 as a broader course for professional staff, coupled with the
development of an online network for past attendees and others who are interested in the use of digital technologies in educational institutions. Through the course and the network, it is intended to promote both cascade and viral models of knowledge and skills dissemination. Librarians from a number of higher education institutions will be among the participants on the new courses. It is hoped that any who may initially be hesitant about digital technologies will come, in time, to share the sentiments of a senior librarian from the very first cohort:

My lack of knowledge, fear of, and overall inexperience with, Web 2.0 technologies created a real barrier to entry. I was very hesitant and spent a lot of time reading as much as I could before I started. Now I'm addicted! (wiki, 2008)
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